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EASTERN REGION RECREATION  
RESOURCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Holiday Inn Express & Suites Louisville Downtown 
800 W. Market Street, Louisville, KY 

April 21, 2017 

Roll Call  
 

Members:  
 
Randy Harden – Summer Motorized Recreation- on phone 
Christine Jourdain – Winter Motorized Recreation- absent 
Chad Pierskalla – Summer Non-Motorized Recreation 
Nicholas Manjerovic – Winter Non-Motorized Recreation- absent 
Wayne Hubbard – Hunting and Fishing- on phone- absent 
Don Kleiner – Non-Motorized Outfitter & Guides 
Susan Arnold – Local Environmental Group – on phone 
Mary Fitch - Local Environmental Groups 
Rosemary (Rose) Mape – State Tourism 
Jean Raymond – Local Government 
Vacant – Indian Tribes 

 
Designated Federal Official (DFO):  
 
David Jenkins, USFS Region 9 Director, Recreation, Wilderness, Heritage and Volunteer Service 

 
Forest Service (FS) Staff 
 
Matthew Edwards – South Zone Recreation Program Manager, Monongahela National Forest  
Vicki Gullang-Harris- Forest Recreation Program Manager, Hoosier National Forest 
Nancy Myers- Outdoor Recreation Planner, Hoosier National Forest 
Marianne Leberman, Recreation and Wilderness Program Leader, White Mountain National Forest 
Melissa Simpson- Supervisory Natural Resource Specialist, Recreation and Wilderness, Ottawa 
National Forest 
Joanna Wilson - Communications & Recreation Specialist, USFS Region 9 
Jennifer Wright – Recreation Specialist, USFS Region9 

 

Meeting Notes  
Welcome and Introductions- David Jenkins and Chad Pierskalla 

Thank you to the committee and personal background from David. 
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Hoosier National Forest Fee Proposals- Nancy Myers 

• Saddle Lake Recreation Area 
• German Ridge Campground 

 

The last time the fees were changed was more than 20 years ago, maybe 1994. At that time two 
loops and amphitheater were closed at Saddle Lake Recreation Area. It was decided to remove the 
fee.  

Are there many Interagency Senior Pass users? Would it be worth to increase more if you have high 
use of Senior Pass users? There is not too much use of Senior Passes.  

The cost of bringing water for the horses has increased and the proposed fee increase will barely 
cover the rise of the cost of water. The trail permit fee for USFS is $5 for mountain biking and horse 
riding is also used to pay for management of the site. 

The fee increase is not expected to decrease use.  

Is there a projected increase in fee? USFS did not want to more than double the fee. They want to 
keep some affordability and diverse fees across the Forest. 

The RAC would like to suggest to USFS a blanket recommendation to increase fees to keep up with 
inflation.  

The RAC could maybe propose a way to allow US National Forests in Region 9 to increase fee based 
on inflation. 

The Forest Service should try to get better use numbers at campground to better manage open 
season. 

How are we going to engage the next generation of users? If half the use is senior citizens what are 
we doing to engage other segments of the population? How the Forest Service can gain more 
support from the public for their recreation programs. 

 Fragmented population; 
 Importance of public support; 
 Communicate better about the land tenure; 
 Brand the experience of the National Forest. 

 

Monongahela National Forest Fee Proposals- Matt Edwards 

• Lake Sherwood Recreation Area 
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When was the last fee increase? 2006. 

There is a boat rental facility that was updated in 2014. 

It is very clear that the current rates are underpriced. 

Does the Monongahela NF maintain fee free campgrounds? Yes. The South zone has no 
concessions or fee campgrounds but there are many on the North zone. 

Ottawa National Forest Fee Proposals- Melissa Simpson 

• Camp Nesbit Organizational Camp 
• Black River Harbor 
• Lake Ottawa Pavilion 
• Clark Lake Day-Use Buildings 
• Sylvania Backcountry Campsites 
• Day-use pass that covers Black River Harbor Recreation, Lake Ottawa Recreation Area, and the 

Sylvania Recreation Area 
 

Black Harbor- Outfitters and Guides (O&G) will all get a spot and have a Special Use Permit (SUP). 
The Forest will continue to develop the lottery system and the O&G plan for future requests. 

Are transient docks possible? No. 

Are there discussions with tribes? 

There is a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Tribes for winter use- they are the only 
users outside of the public use period. The Forest educates the tribes to improve their ethics- For 
example, trying to reduce the habit of striking the docks with their boats and ice.  

Has Camp Nesbit Organizational Camp always been under the USFS? Not sure. It is currently ran by 
Copper School District under a concessionaire permit. The high rope course is under a SUP for the 
School District. 

95% of the fee goes back to the site. 

5% of the fee goes back to region for funding RAC process and implementation. 

White Mountain National Forest Fee Proposals- Marianne Leberman 

• Elimination of fees at 9 trailheads  
• Increase the cost of a daily recreation pass to $5, an annual pass to $30, and eliminating the 

weekly pass;  
• Zealand Picnic Area  
• Dolly Copp Pavilion 
• Russell Colbath Barn 
• Crocker Pond Campground 
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• 4th Iron Campsites 
• Black Mountain Cabin 
• Doublehead Cabin 
• Radeke Cabin 

 

Will the use increase on sites that are eliminating fees? Mostly no except for a few trailheads. 

Household pass covers two vehicles for same family. It is the same thing than two annual passes. 

If you buy a day use pass is it good for all day use passes? Yes. 

Are you going to lose money by eliminating some trailhead fees? Probably not. But two trailheads 
are going to lose money because lots of use. 

Are you going to want to add restrooms to be able to charge fee? No. There are higher priority 
areas to address infrastructure issues than these two areas. 

The WMNF is attempting to improve online presence and increase number of vendors to reduce 
Forest Service time counting money. 

Does the local tourism think the weekly pass does not make sense? It appears it is a better option 
to buy the daily pass than weekly. Most people buy the daily passes (90-95%). 
 

Questions (and discussion) on Fee Proposals- Chad Pierskalla 

Thank you Marianne for the household passes. This is a good idea.  

Marker for future (nothing fancy): Would like a spread sheet that highlights the impact of fees on 
FS budget and visitor impacts. 

What analysis did the Forest do, prior to deciding to modify the fee? Need more information on 
visitor numbers at campgrounds and trailheads.  

The Forest Service is trying to figure out ways to sale passes more easily with web-based 
application.  

It would be good to have a breakdown of demographic pertaining to the users of the sites. 

People are going to recreate and there should not be a problem if people understand the value. 

There is much talk about generational issues influencing recreation use on the National Forest but 
it is also a cultural issue. There is a breakdown in engaging people. 

Can we get the users to help the USFS with the questions for National Visitor Use Monitoring 
(NVUM)? There is some interest in the USFS to make changes to questions in the NVUM 
demographic questionnaire to better capture ethnicity. 
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Cross-cultural recreation is skewed to the group that you are looking at. A lot of people are 
recreating and we are not counting them as a whole. 

Determination of recreation use at the state level is done through the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP). It collects operational use and demographics. The Federal 
agencies have the chance to provide input for SCORP surveys. 

Kids may not be recreating the same way than before.  

Infrastructure requires maintenance and possibly updates. More money will never be enough. 
Demands keep changing. Need to continue to analyze recreation use and trends. 

Proposal to determine fix costs that could be somehow built in the proposals. 

Public Comment Period 

Kitty Benzar: 

She has been involved in Fee Demo for 20 years. She wanted to remind all of you (members of RAC 
and FS personal) about the substantial list of things that USFS is prohibited to charge fees for. She 
noted that some proposals today don’t have all required amenities to charge a fee and she would 
like for the Committee to make sure that no proposals violates the list of prohibitions. 

Vote on fee proposals- Chad Pierskalla 

 
a. Monongahela NF 

Motion to approve the support for the full proposal: Moved by Don Kleiner 
Second: Rose Mape 
No last discussion 
Motion approved: Unanimous 

 

b. Hoosier NF 

Motion to approve the support for the full proposal: Moved by Jean Raymond 
Seconded by Mary Fitch 
No last discussion. 
Motion approved: Unanimous 

 

c. Ottawa NF 

Motion to approve the support for the full proposal: Moved by Christine Jourdain 
Seconded by Don Kleiner 
No last discussion 
Motion approved: Unanimous 
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d. White Mountain NF 

Motion to approve the support for the full proposal: Moved by Susan Arnold 
Second: Wayne Hubbard 
No last discussion 
Motion approved: Unanimous 
 

Review Day – Next Meeting- Joanna Wilson 

Items to address before next RAC fee proposal meeting:  

a. Blanket recommendations by the Rec. RAC to build in an adjustment  
b. Additional information requested by the RAC to include in the fee proposal. 
c. The RAC has an opportunity to establish procedures for recommendations without proposals. 

How much time can USFS staff be used to help with these tasks? USFS R9 staff is available to help 
as needed. 

Another region has done something similar related to trying to build in a price adjustment to the 
fees but not it is not sure if it has been implemented. 

The Forest Service will need to go to the public with the recommendations. 

Let’s find out what information exists regarding the different topics. USFS will do research to see if 
other RACs are doing something similar. 

Review by group: when and how much to discuss. 

It is difficult for USFS to keep RAC members.  

Establish a framework/procedure and use the blanket recommendation to test the procedure. 

What are the legal limits of the members working together? Members can work together as long as 
no decision are made. 

What are the federal open meeting laws? 

Workgroups can be used. Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) 

Chad and Joanna can start the research and provide it to the rest of the group. One hour meeting 
with the committee after review. 

For the next fee proposal projects, it is requested to include general use number and visitor 
number estimates, trends of use, NVUM document, some historic background of sites, map of 
Forest and general location in the State. 
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R9 Sustainable Recreation Strategy: Bringing people and money to the recreation use on the 
Forests. The RAC helps with the Fees structure. 1800 youth and veterans work in R9 in fiscal year 
2016. $10M of work accomplished by volunteers in fiscal year 2016. The RAC can help sway the 
Forests to influence the public. 

Next steps for Forests to implement the fee proposals– Regional Forester to approve the fee 
changes. 

It is more complicated to get a new site on the interagency reservation website (Recreation.gov) 
than to modify an existing site.  

One conference call to discuss blanket recommendations in the summer. 

Form a subcommittee or all group to reconvene? Inform the entire group of information collected 
and invite all members to meeting. Interested and available members can participate.  

 

Adjourn 
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